We are a diverse community of women who commit to
gather and give voice to the re-imagination of the
relationship between creativity and the ways women lead.

This year's leadership theme is Storytelling. How do reflecting upon, framing and learning to articulate our stories contribute to the ways we approach one another and our world?

**Self-awareness:** We come to know ourselves better through intentional conversation with others.

**New Community:** We organically create new community, new friendships and resources through our sustained meetings as we explore our stories with one another.

**Power and Leadership:** By owning our stories—by controlling how they are framed—we work to ensure that our stories do not own us.
Schedule

Retreat
October 16–17

End of the Year Celebration
May 17

Circle Meetings

Nov 10
Dec 8
Jan 19

Feb 16
Mar 15
Apr 19

Connect

Michelle Bukowski
michelle.bukowski@vanderbilt.edu
Chandra Allen
callen@scarrittbennett.org

Connect

www.vanderbilt.edu/ctp/womantowoman
www.facebook.com/W2WNashville

Woman to Woman is the collaborative effort of the Scarritt-Bennett Center, Vanderbilt Divinity School and the Cal Turner Program for Moral Leadership.